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Status Code Legend

- Healthy
- Warning signs
- High Risk issues: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Off Track: Potential problematic issues

Does the project meet the health and quality criteria: NO.

- It has 1038 downloads per week (average)
- Supports different OS (Windows, Linux, Mac)
- Information on the wiki page is updated
- Has an email list: https://lists.owasp.org/mailman/listinfo/owasp-mantra
- Extensive user guide, tutorials, videos and presentation
- Has a friendly license(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license)

Issues:

- Lacks a roadmap
- Project does not have an Open Source repository (not found)
- Tried installation of Windows Mantra on windows 7 and it failed

- Torrent OWASP Mantra Janus.exe dates from 5 years ago:
  http://burnbit.com/torrent/233648/OWASP_Mantra_Janus_exe
Project Abstract Status

Project has outdated executables dating from 5 years ago, and others from 2 years ago. Also, it does not contain any links to an Open repository. Executable for Windows fails to install. Given this information, we cannot consider this project a LAB. Project leaders must give us feedback to clarify this information.